than of the work of women poets from Quebec, Acadia, Francophone Africa, or the Antilles. There will be other occasions, no doubt, and in increasing company. I shall add finally, from the outset, that my essay will propose no global conclusion. Such criticism is, I believe, rather in its infant stage. I am thus more than happy to avoid any impression of closure or congealment. My intentions are entirely other.
L'Echange des coleres appeared in 1965 and may be said to represent a summit of Janine Mitaud's poetic endeavour to that date, her earliest publication going back to 1949 (Hate de vivre) .' Prefaced by Rene Char, L'Echange des coleres is a powerfully dense volume, full of ellipsis and parataxis, intense, even explosive, yet oddly serene and gentle at the same time. It speaks of the relationships between body, mind, and language and reveals a spiritual hunger working itself out through flesh, emotion, and words. If the earth and its material reality play a central role in her work, so too do dream and a sense of implicit transcendence. Thus, themes such as death, memory, self, and matter are off-set by cosmic awareness, a search for meaning and truth, and the sense of love's overriding power. Janine Mitaud's "implacable passion for being" (EC, np) is conveyed in an often thickly metaphorical mode, beyond all gratuitousness. Unengaged she may be, but her combativity is everywhere.
Danger was prefaced (in 1974) by Pierre Seghers who speaks in effect of her "rugged controlled language." "Indomitable above all," he continues, "permanent combat, she is rigour and wheat, milk of life" (D, p. 7) . The book seeks constantly to bear "witness" (D, p. 9), cutting through the banal "in favour of an eternity," (D, p. 11). Writing here is both problem and possibility. On the one hand, there is madness and lack, on the other, individual capacity for change, a sensing of pervasive divinity, the intuited "terrible ressurrection" (D, p. 90) . Janine Mitaud's most recent books are De la rose a reros (1983) , in which the futility of the "absurd," of derision, is exposed, and poetry is seen as a movement towards some vaster interchange, indivision, initiation, and annunciation; and Suite baroque (1983) , which is a more developed and complicated collection. Here the poet argues that written signs are the "nerve-ends of the torn soul of the gods" (SB, p. 7). The book, which is a knot of surging energy bursting into compact fragments, reveals much of human dilemma: our thirsting for the absolute and the wrestling with the relative; our multiple fears and our sense of available grace; the "nudity" of expression and its capacity for ultimate triumph. "Haute Fork" is a fine example of Janine Mitaud's brimming dynamism and resiliently joyous, though tragically hued, poetic consciousness:
Haute foret d'hiver delire denuement de Compacted, telescoped to the point where sense and sensuousness, semantics and music, language-and body-function seem thoroughly interpenetrated, the poem nevertheless avoids a slippage into derive and undiscipline, while permitting a complete, metaphorical reciprocity of the "discourses" of world and word. Language, poetic process, is thus seen to be simultaneously abrupt and slow, sharp and yet whispered, like the movements and articulations of the things of the world (snow, trees, branches, the flight of birds, their song, etc.), which, in turn, are poetically imbricated with the "things" of language, and so on, according to the endless homological rhythms of being as well as language's or poetry's "being-as" or "being-like," as Michel Deguy puts it. The final two lines of the poem not only speak of poetry's powers of illumination, concentration, exuberant and maximal or "solstitial" voicing; they ineluctably confirm-"Paroles acerees de . . ."-the crucial relationship of exchange, osmosis, mutuality, existing between words and world. Words "of," "from,"
"for"-a relationship in which reciprocity remains beyond definable origin and, above all, beyond questions of disequilibrating supremacy.
The continuity and the coherence of Andree Chedid's poetrycharacteristics which, moreover, arguably extend throughout her entire opus right up to Echec a la refine and La Maison sans racines (1986)-become particularly perceptible with the very recent publication of Text es pour un poeme (1987) . The latter volume, gathering together with very little retouching the great majority of her poems published between 1949 and 1970, and re-applying the still eminently pertinent title of a 1950 collection, spreads before us the vast panorama of her poetic concerns and the delicate yet sure tracery of the aesthetics underpinning them. Poetry may indeed be prey to endless "stumblings" and "hollownesses" (TP, p. 11); it may be tempted by refusal and high-flying, angelic distance, doubt, and arrogance. "Unsubdued," however, as Andree Chedid maintains, poetry "scours appearances, tumbles the truths of the moment. Clairvoyant, it reminds us that we are only 'passing by.' Ardent, it keeps us properly amazed at the very natural mystery of the universe" (TP, p. 12).
Cavernes et soleils (1979) takes up the buoyancy and resilience of such a poetics whilst remaining alert to the teeming upheavals without and within. It is a collection where polarities are clearly visible-death and resurrection, "scars" and freshness (CS, p. 44), "saves et dechets" (CS, p. 46)-and reconciliation is constantly sought: a volume available to the rhythms and dynamism of earth and soul; a volume both rooted in the elemental and raised to the cosmic. Similarly, whilst self-reliance and self-recognition are crucial to all acts-of poetry, of being-both self-effacement, opening up to, even as, the other, and an awareness of poetry's or being's pure, streaming "advent" remain central to Andree Chedid's demarche. Language, of course, is very much caught up in this dialectic and is reflected in the poet's sensitivity to Reverdyan notions of "distance" and justesse.
Epreuves du vivant (1983) ineluctably pursues these lines of concern and principle and reveals a poet "at ease" with the trials of enigma, pain, and struggle by virtue of her continuing sense of
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Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 13, Iss. 1 [1989] Marie-Claire Bancquart has been a prolific writer over the past fifteen years, since the publication of Projets alternes (Rougerie, 1972) . Her fifth, and rather more fully articulated collection, (P, p. 26), but our severance or castration does not prevent us seeking a "lessening of the silence" of God (P, p. 27): a credence in hope, smile, desire, despite their "wind-like" quality; a sense of love's possible absoluteness. Marie-Claire Bancquart thus remains "this side of despair," aware of a seminal minimality all about her, full of a nostalgia for knowledge of great intimacy ("the second when the cherry reaches its full redness," P, p. 98) and a desire to see the "marriage" of things (P, p. 108). All this leads to a persistent "apostrophising of the cosmos" (P, p. 114) but it is also based on a sense both of universal ritual-"the beginning of an act of faith" (P, p. 120), in which all things are altars?-and of an improbable "beatitude" being born, low down, somehow (P, p. 153). The poet's journey may be incomprehensible, but it leads "towards a definitive transhumance" (P, p. 190 The poem's title immediately thrusts upon us images of "sandiness," of insubstantiality and passing. And yet, presence remains through mind and metaphor. The poem proceeds to intermingle inextricably world and poem, each seemingly the metaphor and the origin of the other and entailing a general "annihilation" of nothingness, of absence. The ephemeral, despite its "sandiness," is thus "restored" and restoring: by the sweep of the poem of the heart and mind unfolding "royally," re-vealing, re-covering the ground and the endless vehicles of presence. (La Repetition, 1976) , which is the second of the four slim but striking plaquettes Martine Broda has published to date, offers us spare texts, hemmed in white space, like a voice from a distance, barely real, yet sensed to be urgent. Its own blatant syntactic ellipses seem to mime that precarious equilibrium of which Broda speaks, between division and fusing, intimacy and unspeakableness, communication and dislocation, fullness and absence. The notion of "double"-ness is, of course, central to all of this, and the text makes at least adequately implicit the questions of (ex )change, of looking, of dreaming, the relation between reality and mind and soul, and the shimmering effects of love. Love, indeed, lies tantalizingly at the heart of this text which is near-mystical in its implications.
Five years later appeared Tout ange est terrible (1983) . A meditation upon a line from Rilke, this volume again articulates itself in splayed, holed forms emblematic of that blinking, intermittent exchange or equivalence of presence and absence. The writing retains an enigmatic quality, despite its air of simplicity and even evidence. It lacks contextuality and is often plunged into disarticulation, which should not surprise us. Besides, this very "imperfection" and obscurity may be said to pertain closely to the contradictions-of brilliance and beauty, of lack and shame, earth's abominable, ambiguous states-that underpin the volume's imaginative "structure." "This world is this world," Maritine Broda exclaims (TAT, np), in her somber evocation of the ineffableness (pain, solitude, death) of much that flickers across the half-lit screen of things. Poetry, as for so many women poets, however, has a deep, painful, and even ambivalent connection with love. Death, as with Bonnefoy, may be the founding experience, yet, like him, Martine Broda seeks to move beyond, marrying brevity with deprivation and possible beauty, too.
Passage (1986) is the latest collection to appear. Although somewhat reminiscent of the mode of a poet such as Anne-Marie Albiach, Martine Broda's style remains more "centered," despite its broken, disconnected quality. Passage thus recounts the difficulties of "passage," exchange, communion, and love, whilst succeeding in rendering us alert to the endless, marginal, near-imperceptible ways in which these difficulties unfold. If the intensity of mourning and Passage within a poem of passage, ellipsis of all that presents itselfphenomena of the senses or the mind, sight, vision, text or emotionthis fragment, mirroring the partiality and yet the metonymy at play in all relationship and interchange, offers a compacted, truncated, though implicitly expandable minimum within a halting, discontinuous "structure" which seems to belie all feasibility of coherence and delimitable sense. Yet the fragments within this fragment of a poem, in itself merely (of) "passage," are already either half-echoes or anticipations of other textual fragments, and, perhaps much more importantly, echo and anticipate non-textualised fragments of emotion, of thought, of dream, of observation. In this sense they inflate and cohere, like the endless, teeming separatenesses of the world forming and deforming, dividing and sealing the ultimately seamless simplicity of its being and presence. Mourning, voicing, the "song of angels," (self-)quotation, dried blood (upon the page or the skin), the affective characteristics of speech, all participate in the vast swirl and swerve of a being separable and inseparable from that "being-like" of words upon the page, that dried blood of the throat's spluttering murmurs.
Le Jour, published with the Editions des Femmes in 1975, was Denise Le Dantec's second book after Metropole (1970) . It offers a series of prose texts upon the feminine condition, of which the last, "Notes pour un scenario imaginaire," is perhaps the most wellknown. It is feminist, she feels, only in the most powerfully and delicately positive sense: it is about women, their minds, their oppression, and it endeavors to discover whether feminine perception and feeling exist per se. It is "an ethical reflection on feminine experi-
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ence, but also a call for transgression, for political transition and fulguration" (U. p. 142).
Memoire des dunes appeared in 1985, eight years after her third book, Les Joueurs de Go. It is a slim, elliptically eloquent collection, at once centered upon the world, presence, and self-reflexively concerned with the questionableness of its own links with the real. The world relentlessly ciphers itself, constant and shifting, falling prey to the senses, especially sight and consciousness, especially through memory. The beauty, the "magic" and the "ecstasy" of the simple thus mesh with the "lack" inhabiting all "alphabets" (MD, np) , and although things are given again through writing, yet everything is perceived to be "in default," to have "reverted by escheat" (MD, np (1985) . The volume is the provisional, crowning achievement of a brief but brilliantly insightful, serenely intense, and original literary career. It treats of the simple mysteries of opaqueness and light, matter and soul, "music" and nothingness, death and birth, decline and freshness, presence and absence. The equations traced out are not banal, and they are presented with rare humility, unpretentiousness, and a clear unabusiveness of revealed poetic power. Poetry, for Heather Dohollau, is also summary dwelling, a place of gathering and retention, close to disappearance and death, yet a path of fragile light and flickering shadow (cf. "Torcello," ML, np). The love sought is beyond all appearances, limitations, impotence, just as reality is a continual "baptism" of what it does not appear to be, of divinity. "We are the hieroglyphs of depth / In depth itself," the poet argues (ML, np).
Whilst, then, nomination always retains an element of deception, loss is in a sense impossible. Heather Dohollau's poetic voice comes from a "listening to the Eternal speak of its trees" (ML, np The tone is unmistakably serene, despite the interrogation and negation, and gives off a sense of resting comfortably with being-which is nothing to do with having, but on the contrary steeped in presence and coexistence, passingness and fluidity. The poem thus traces the equations of implicit bliss, of invisible yet certain continuity, of truth that defies credulity, and of a fragile yet intuited "faithfulness" of space and time. What awaits, indeed has always awaited, in this acceptance of a simplicity of infinite depth is an eternal opening of the present, constant ontic present-ation (in which "I am the threshold" [ "Rave de Sierre," ML, np)), a "rounding" and fructification that render the bond of self and world full, ever-brimming, and predicated upon a true sharing: an amazingly elementary, though also abundant, give-and-take wherein nothing is losable, as with love itself. NOTES I. Reference is made throughout to the following books (abbreviations are indicated in the text in parentheses): Janine Mitaud: L'Echange des cokres (Rougerie, 1965) 
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